GS-VMAS support for seminars and workshops
One can receive support from GS-MAS for arranging 1-2 days seminars and
workshops where PhD students and residents are the main target group. It is
also possible to arrange seminars and workshops targeting supervisors.
Contrary to a seminar, a workshop should contain active parts were the
participants carry out e.g. laboratory work, hands-on activities or other
interactive moments.
Contact GS-VMAS in good time before the planned seminar and workshop as
the application assessment time is estimated to one month after submission.
You can obtain funds for premises, lecture fees, travel, and allowances for
external lecturers / teachers, hotel expanses, consumables and e.g. animal
costs.
You can also receive meal compensation for participants and lecturers /
teachers. GS-VMAS does not pay for alcohol.
If you arrange a seminar in connection with a PhD defense, you cannot receive
compensation for the supervisory board and elevation committee dinner
before the defense, travel and hotel stay in connection with the oral defense.
However, You can get compensation for extra hotel nights, lecture fees or
equivalent, as well as meals for invited lecturers / teachers during seminar /
workshop.
In special cases, the graduate school can replace parts of the travel expenses if
this means that one can invite an opponent or elevation committee member
who has knowledge of great value for many of the faculty´s PhD students. To
be sure, of obtaining this funding, GS-VMAS should be asked before the
invitation.
Compensation (amount) that can be replaced in connection and workshops
- Full compensation for travel and hotel expenses (see above what applies
with in connection with a PhD defiance)
- Meals for invited lecturers / teachers or allowances (SEK 230 per day)
- Lecture fee (recommended 3 x 975 SEK per hour lectured)
- Lecturers with their own company can be replaced with what they
request

